Automate your inspections to save time and money

**Inspection Manager** is the indispensable tool for speeding inspections for all types of industries. Reduce errors and manage workflows while keeping everyone on the same page.

**Manage your inspections**
- Email work orders from the field
- Assign defects, work orders, and issues to the appropriate party, encouraging prompt resolution
- Remind staff of scheduled events with built-in calendars
- Keep records of your inspection process and issues found, ensuring quality future outcomes
- Sync with the cloud so the field and the office know the status of every job.

**Do more in the field**
- Create industry-specific, customized inspection forms based on style, terminology, and job type
- Capture post-inspection signatures
- Review and email inspections and defects reports from your mobile device
- Review and correct issues found during inspection – while still in the field
- Capture pictures and sketches and add annotations in the field
Anywhere access – Use any iOS or Android device that’s connected to the internet.

Mobility enhanced – Access all inspection tools using a mobile device, boosting productivity and maximizing sales. Easily share information to keep everyone on the same page.

Dashboard intelligence – An easy-to-read, one page summary provides key operational information. Customize and drill into the details to produce targeted custom reports.

Subcontractor portal – Collaborate with your subcontractors in a secure online environment.

Custom Workflow & Templates – Use custom workflows to automate interactions among staff to increase efficiency and reduce errors. Custom templates based on your specific industry or job type improve communication and create consistency throughout your organization.

Integrated Communications – Easily organize, track, and share documents among colleagues and external parties. All communications and inspections are stored in chronological order for easy retrieval. Managers can easily stay in touch with employee and subcontractor progress through every phase of the QA/QC inspection process. Employees and subcontractors feel engaged as they see and understand how their individual efforts fit into quality objectives.

Work Orders – Easily manage non-conforming work, resolving them by distributing work orders internally or externally, and tracking the status of the resolution.

Business Intelligence – Inspection Manager collects and sorts inspection data, which can be used in custom reports, trends, and graphs for an overview of quality status. This business intelligence helps improve the operational effectiveness of your company.

Financial Integration – Inspection Manager integrates with most accounting software, allowing you to capture and report on the cost of quality.

Inspection solutions for any industry
Commercial Construction | Fabrication | Manufacturing | Oil, Gas | Power | Many more
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